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the distracted woman. "Then she had
a love affair with a boy a little older
and she tried to drown herself after
a quarrel with him. Later she ran
away with a cousin and was married
to him. After that she became a
dancer and singer and for a time she
was on the top wave of New York."
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SCHOOL KIDS NEED LOT OF PLAY

Play is all important for the child.
Children very early become interest-
ed in games and sports. Rarely are
there essential defects in those which
they enjoy.

Spdrts, on the other hand, may
easily give the growing boy or girl
too long or too severe exercise. They
should be supervised just as closely
by older and wiser heads as all other
parts of the child's life. All sorts of
wholesome activities
are to be encouraged, as they fur-
nish a safe outlet for the energy of
adolescent youth.
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I GRAPES

Six quarts of grapes, one quart of
sugar, one gill of water.

Squeeze the pulp of the grapes out
of the skins. Cook the pulp five min-
utes and then rub through a sieve
that is fine enough to hold back the
seeds. Put the water, skins and pulp
into the preserving kettle and heat
slowly to the boiling point. Skim the
fruit and then add the sugar. Boil
fifteen minutes.

Sweet grapes may be canned with
less sugar; very sour ones may have
more.
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i HOUSEHOLD HELPS

To remove fruit stains from table-
cloths and serviettes, apply powdered
starch to the stained parts, and leave
for several hours till all the discolor-
ation has been absorbed by the
starch.

If a knife is placed under a tum-
bler or glass dish, boiling milk or
water can be put in without breakin-

g-the glass.
Rusty looking silk can be made
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clean and new looking if sponged
with the water in which potatoes
have been boiled.
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COQUETTISH EYES WIN PLACE

FOR MOVIE STAR
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"jPofyiof Kroell
They call her the "Selig coquet,"

and perhaps it's on account of her
coquettishness and archness that
Adrienne Kroell is starred in so many
of the Selig Polyscope film plays.

Like most girls with a "coquettish'
way," Miss Kroell has beautiful eyes,
and on the screen at least,, they never
"behave." Sometimes they laugh,
and sometimes they cry, and very
often they wink; they are always
misbehaving and proving her right to
the name "Selig Cdquet."


